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FOREWORD 

One of the opportunities for the International Institute for Applied Systems Analy
sis is to summarize and communicate the state of the art of theoretical tools of potential 
use in systems analysis , particularly when they suggest challenging new vistas of application. 

In this article , the work of which was partially supported by IIASA , John L. Casti 
surveys recent developments in nonlinear system theory , focusing on problems of reach
ability , observability , and realization. He also discusses the major obstacles standing in the 
way of a comprehensive theory of nonlinear systems. He suggests that a more feasible and 
rewarding approach is to consider special classes of nonlinear problems motivated by appli· 
cations and to use the structures in these classes as guides to useful and applicable results. 

The article closes with a sketch of some important problem areas for future research . 

HUGH J. MISER 
Leader 

The Craft of Systems Analysis 
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES IN NONLINEAR 
SYSTEM THEORY* 

JOHN L. CASTit 

Abstract. Results on controllability, observability and realization of input/output data for linear systems 
are well-known and extensively covered in a variety of books and papers. What is not so well-known is that 
substantial progress has been made in recent years on providing similarly detailed results for nonlinear 
processes. This paper represents a survey of the most interesting work on nonlinear systems, together with a 
discussion of the major obstacles standing in the way of a comprehensive theory of nonlinear systems. 

1. Basic problems and results in linear system theory. The theory of linear dynami
cal processes and control has by now been developed to such an extent that it is only a 
slight exaggeration to term it a branch of applied mathematics, sharing equal rank with 
more familiar areas such as hydrodynamics, classical and quantum mechanics and 
electromagnetism, to name but a few. For those who doubt this assessment of linear 
system theory, a perusal of some of the more advanced recent literature [ 13], [20], [25], 
[44], [45] should prove to be an enlightening activity, showing how deeply imbedded 
system-theoretic concepts are in areas such as algebraic geometry, differential topology 
and Lie algebras. Conversely, the "purer" parts of mathematics have proven to be fruitful 
sources of inspiration for system theorists seeking more powerful tools with which to 
analyze and classify broad classes of problems. 

Encouraged by the tremendous success in the study of linear processes, system 
theorists have been increasingly turning their attention and methods to the analysis of the 
same circle of questions for nonlinear systems. As one would suspect, the jungleland of 
nonlinearity is not easily tamed and so far no comprehensive theory has emerged capable 
of treating general nonlinear processes with the detail available in the linear case. 
Nonetheless, substantial progress has been made on several fronts and part of our story 
will be to survey some of the more interesting develoments. 

An equally important part of the picture we wish to present is to outline some of the 
reasons why a complete theory of nonlinear systems seems remote, at least at our current 
level of mathematical sophistication. All current indications point toward the conclusion 
that seeking a completely general theory of nonlinear systems is somewhat akin to the 
search for the Holy Grail: a relatively harmless activity full of many pleasant surprises 
and mild disappointments, but ultimately unrewarding. A far more profitable path to 
follow is to concentrate upon special classes of nonlinear problems, usually motivated by 
applications, and to use the structure inherent in these classes as a guide to useful (i.e., 
applicable) results. As we go along in this survey, we shall try to emphasize this approach 
by example, as well as by precept. 

Before entering into the mainstream of nonlinear system theory and the problems 
inherent therein, let us briefly review some of the principal questions and results of the 
linear theory. We are concerned with a process described by the system of differential 
equations 

(~) 

dx 
- ~ Fx(t) + Gu(t), 
dt 

y(t) ~ Hx(t), 

x(O) ~ x0 , 
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where x, u and y are n-, m- and p-dimensional vector functions, taking values in R", Rm 
and RP, respectively . For ease of exposition, we assume that the matrices F, G and Hare 
constant, although the theory extends easily to the time-varying case at the expense of 
more delicate notation and definitions. 

The principal questions of mathematical system theory may be conveniently 
separated into three categories: 

A. Reachability/control/ability. Given an admissible set of input functions Q, 
determine the region R of the system state space X which can be reached from the initial 
state x0 in some prescribed finite time T by application of inputs u E Q. If x 0 -:/- 0 and 
R = 0, then we have a problem of (null-) con,ro/labi/ity; otherwise it is a question of 
reachability. In the case of constant F and G (the output matrix H plays no role in 
category A problems) , with Q = piecewise continuous functions on (0, T], the two notions 
coincide and the basic result is 

THEOREM 1 (6], [ 14], (35] . A state xis reachable (and controllable) if and only if x 
is contained in the subspace of X generated by the vectors 

!G, FG, F 2G, · · · , F"- 1Gf. 

The system ~ is said to be completely reachable if and only if R = X, i.e., x is 
reachable for every x E X. An immediate consequence of Theorem 1 is 

COROLLARY 1. ~is completely reachable if and only if then x nm matrix 

@ = [GIFGIF2GI · · · IF"- 1G] 

has rank n. 
Many variations on the above theme are possible by changing Q, R, T and/or 

admitting time-varying F and G (see [ 14] for details). However, the algebraic result given 
by Theorem I and its corollary forms the cornerstone for the study of almost all questions 
relating to reachability and controllability of linear systems. As we shall see below, 
analogous algebraic results can be obtained for large classes of nonlinear systems at the 
expense of a more elaborate mathematical machinery, further emphasizing the underly
ing algebraic nature of dynamical systems. 

B. Observability/constructibility. Switching attention from inputs to outputs, we 
consider the class of questions centering upon what information can be deduced about the 
system state from the measured output. As in category A, the basic question comes in two 
forms , depending upon whether we wish to determine the initial state x0 from knowledge 
of future inputs and outputs (observability) or if we wish to determine the current state 
x(T) from knowledge of past inputs and outputs (constructibility) . The linearity of the 
situation enables us to consider the case of no input (u = 0) and, as in the controllability/ 
reachability situation, the two basic concepts of observability and constructibility coincide 
if F and Hare constant matrices. The main result for category B questions is 

THEOREM 2 (6], [14), (35]. A state x E X is unobservable (unconstructible) if and 
only ifx is of the form x = x 1 + ker O,forsome x 1 E Xwith 

H 

HF 

HF 2 
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Note that the basic test implicit in Theorem 2 is given in terms of unobservable states. 
Thus, any initial state x0 -=P 0 may be uniquely determined from the measured output 
y(t), 0 ~ t ~ T, T > 0, if and only if x 0 -=P x 1 +ker0, for some x 1 E X. An important 
corollary to Theorem 2, characterizing complete observability/constructibility, is 

COROLLARY 2. The system~ is completely observable (constructible) if and only if 
the matrix() has rank n. 

The striking similarity in form between Theorems 1 and 2 suggests a duality between 
the concepts of reachability and observability. This idea can be made mathematically 
precise through the identifications 

F-F', G-H', 

showing that any result concerning reachability may be transcribed into a dual result 
about observability, and conversely. 

C. Realizations/identification. The basic questions subsumed under categories A 
and B assume for their statement that the system is given in the so-called state-variable 
form ~. This leads to the basic system-theoretic problem of determining "good" 
state-variable models given only input/output (experimental) data . 

Let 11 (s) and 'Y (s) denote the Laplace transforms of the input and output functions, 
respectively. It is then easy to see that 11 and 'Y are linearly related as 

'Y(s) = W(s)11(s), 

where 

W(s) = H(sl - F) - 1G, 

is called the system transfer matrix. If~ is reachable and observable, W(s) is a strictly 
proper rational matrix (i .e., the elements of Ware ratios of relatively prime polynomials 
with the degree of the numerator less than that of the denominator), so we may expand 
W(.) in a Laurent series about co obtaining 

00 

W(s) = L A;s- i. 
i - 1 

The matrix W(s) or, equivalently, the infinite sequence /A 1, A2, A3 , • • ·)will be called 
the input/output data (or external description) of the system~. We can now state one of 
the central problems of mathematical system theory: 

The realization problem. Given the input/output data of a linear system ~. 

determine a state-variable model~ such that 
(i) the input / output behavior of the model agrees exactly with the given data and 

(ii) the model is completely reachable and completely observable, i.e ., the model is 
canonical. 

Remark. Condition (ii), that the model be canonical, is mathematically equivalent to 
requiring that the dimension of the state space X of the model be minimal. However, for 
purposes of extension to the nonlinear case, where X may not even be a vector space, it is 
preferable to state the requirement as given above. Reachability and observability are 
natural requirements to impose on a model since unreachable and / or unobservable 
components of ~ are not implied by the data; they are pieces of the system which have 
been arbitrarily imposed by the modeler. Consequently, they have no claim to be part of a 
canonical, i.e., minimal model. 

Perhaps surprisingly, the realization problem for linear systems has the following 
definitive solution. 
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THEOREM 3 (35]. For each input/output description of a system having a finite
dimensional realization there exists a canonical model~. which is unique up to a choice 
of coordinate system in the state space X. 

A weak form of the realization problem occurs when the dimension of~ is fixed in 
advance, perhaps by a priori engineering or physical considerations, and only some of the 
components of F, G and H need to be determined from the input/output data. This is the 
so-called parameter identification (or structural realization) problem and is tantamount 
to not only forcing the system upon the data (by fixing the dimension of X), but also 
partially fixing the coordinate system in X (by demanding that certain elements of F, G 
and H remain fixed) . Nevertheless, much work has been done on parameter estimation, 
especially in the case where there are uncertainties in the data. See, for example [2], 
(46]. 

It will be noted that the realization problem demands all of the system input/ output 
data before the internal model ~can be chosen. In principle, this involves an infinite data 
string. Of somewhat more practical concern is the case in which only a finite behavior 
sequence 

BN = IA1, A2, ... , ANl 

is available. The construction of a canonical model L,N from the sequence BN constitutes 
the partial realization problem, which has only recently been definitively resolved. While 
a precise statement of the main result would take us too far afield, the basic conclusion is 
that each behavior sequence BN has a canonical realization L-N, which may be unique 
(modulo a coordinate change in X), or which may contain a certain number of 
undetermined parameters. Furthermore, it can be shown that as N increases (more data 
becomes available), the sequence of canonical realizations l~N l is nested, i.e., the matrices 
F N• G N• H N of the realization L-N, can be made to appear as submatrices in the realization 
L,N+k• k ~ l, if a suitable basis in Xis chosen. A complete discussion of these matters is 
given in (32], (34]. 

In addition to the problems of categories A, Band C, two other broad areas are also 
usually considered to form part of the general field of mathematical system theory: 
stability theory and optimization. Generations of work on optimal control theory and 
stability is by now so well covered in the literature that we shall refrain from a discussion 
of these areas here. For the interested reader, the sources [ l], [ 12], [ 49] can be 
recommended. 

2. Linearization. Given a nonlinear internal model 

(N) 
x = f(x, u), 

y(t) = h(x), 

x(O) = x0 , 

the first temptation in analyzing questions of Type A or B is to linearize the process (N) 
by choosing some nominal input u(t) and generating the corresponding reference 
trajectory x(t). Such a procedure yields the linearized dynamics 

where 

z = F(t)z + G(t)v, 

w(t) = H(t)z, 

z(O) = x0 , 

z(t) = x(t) - x(t), v(t) = u(t) - u(t), w(t) = y(t) - y(t), 
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with 

F(t) = (7x), G(t) = (~), H(t) = (:~), 
with F(. ) , G( ·) and H(.) being evaluated at the pair (x(t), u(t)). The approach to 
studying reachability /observability issues is to now employ the time-varying analogues 
(14] of Theorems I and 2 for the analysis of the system ~L· We would clearly like to be 
able to conclude something about the controllability properties of (N) in a neighborhood 
of (x, u) by studying the corresponding properties of ~L· A typical result in this direction 
IS 

THEOREM 4 (38]. let the dynamicsf(x, u) be C 1 in a neighborhood U of (x, u). Then 
the system (N) is locally controllable if the pair (F(t), G(t)) is controllable in U. 

Here "local controllability" means that for each x* in some neighborhood ofx, there 
exists a piecewise continuous control u*(t), in some neighborhood ofu(t), 0 ~ t ~ T, such 
that x( T) = 0. 

The problem with the above type of linearized results is that they usually provide 
only sufficient conditions and are inherently local in character. As illustration of this 
point, consider the example x = xu or the second order nonlinear problem 

with I u(t) I ~ I. Let x(t) = 0, u(t) = 0, so that the linearized system is 

x1 = Fx +Gu, 

with 

F = [-I OJ, 
0 - I 

The pair (F, G) is not controllable since 

[I ' -Ii rank : = I < 2 = n. 
0 : I 

Nevertheless, it can be shown [38] that each initial state (x?, xg) near (0, 0) can be 
transferred to the origin in finite time by a control of the above type. Thus, the system is 
locally controllable although the linearized approximation is not controllable. 

Another obvious defect of linearization is the smoothness requirement on the 
dynamicsf(x, u) and/or the output function h(x). In order for the linearization to make 
sense, these functions must be at least continuously differentiable in each argument. 
While many practical processes obey this restriction, systems with switching points in the 
dynamics or other types of discontinuities frequently occur and would be outside the 
realm of straightforward linearization techniques . 

3. Nonlinear processes. The inadequacies of linearization as outlined in the preced
ing section are far from the only reasons why we would like to develop a system theory for 
truly nonlinear processes. Some of the reasons are associated with intrinsic features of 
nonlinear dynamical processes, while others are more closely connected with the methods 
employed in the study of such processes. Let us consider the first of these aspects as it is 
somewhat more relevant to the issues raised in this survey. 
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Among the inherent difficulties associated with nonlinear processes which are not 
present in linear phenomena, we may cite nonuniqueness, singularities and critical 
dependence on parameters as features worthy of special attention. 

Nonuniqueness . The simple scalar process 

(1) x =ax+ bx3 + u 

illustrates the fact that a nonlinear process may have multiple equilibria, even in the 
presence of no control input (u = 0) . In the event a feedback law 

u = rjJ(x) 

is employed, the closed-loop dynamics 

x = ax + bx3 + rjJ(x) 

may have an infinite (or even uncountable) number of equilibria, depending upon the 
form of rjJ. Clearly, this situation is in stark contrast to the linear case where only the 
equilibrium x = 0 can generically occur. Furthermore, no linearized version of (I) can 
possibly capture the global structure of the system equilibria manifold as a function of a 
and b. 

Singularities. The solutions of many nonlinear systems may develop singularities, 
even though the systems themselves have smooth coefficients. The simple two-point 
boundary value problem 

x +xx= 0, x(O) = 0, x(T) = 0 

possesses no solutions without singularities for any T > 0. 
In a more system-theoretic direction, it can be shown (8) that the system 

(2) 
X1(0) = 1, 

X2(0) = 0, 

with I u(t) I ;;; £ « I, has a reachable set from x0 which is homeomorphic to a, disk for T 
small, but encircles the origin for T large (see Fig. I). 

x, x, 

Tsmall T large 

FIG. l. The reachable set for the system (2). 
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The situation can be even worse than this as some nonlinear systems have a reachable set 
which is not even path-connected [8] . In the linear case, of course, Theorem 1 shows that 
the reachable set is a subspace of R", hence, not only simply connected but even convex. 
Again, no linearized version of the system (2) can hope to capture the global structure of 
the reachable set. 

The simple bilinear system 

X =XU 

also shows that a state may not be reachable from the origin with bounded control. Thus a 
more appropriate state space for this problem is the "punctured" region R" - /OJ, rather 
than R" itself. In general, the "natural" state space for a nonlinear process is no longer the 
familiar vector space (or k[z]-module) of the linear theory, but a much more complicated 
mathematical object, usually some type of manifold in a Euclidean space of high 
dimension. Such facts account for the need to employ much more sophisticated machinery 
than simple linear algebra to study the structure of nonlinear processes. 

Critical dependence on parameters. For the linear dynamical system 

x= Fx, 

there are no parametric changes in the elements of F which can cause the system to have 
more than a single solution curve x(t) . However, this is far from the case for nonlinear 
processes. For example, consider the system 

x(O) = x(l) = 0. 

For,\ > (3 (a certain positive number), the system has no smooth solution. For,\= (3 there 
is exactly one smooth solution, while for 0 < ,\ < (3 there are two solutions. Thus, (3 is a 
bifurcation point in the parameter space at which the character of the solution set changes 
radically. 

To illustrate another point, consider the system 

For eachµ, - 1 ~ µ ~ 0, all solutions tend asymptotically to zero as t - oo . Asµ crosses 0, 
the system has a unique periodic solution p(µ) and the origin becomes a source. For allµ, 
0 < µ ~ I, every nontrivial solution tends top(µ) as t - co. Thus, µ = 0 is a bifurcation 
point at which the equilibrium at the origin changes suddenly from a sink to a source and a 
limit cycle p(µ) is created. This so-called "Hopf bifurcation" is a consequence of the 
system nonlinearity and has no counterpart in linear problems. 

Finally, consider the equilibria of the nonlinear system 

x = f(x, a), 

where a is an m-dimensional vector of parameters. The equilibria x* for which 
f(x*, a)= 0 depend upon a and we can define a multivalued map 

x:A-X 

a..-+ x*(a), 

where A c Rm, X c R". Under appropriate hypotheses on the function/, properties of the 
map x can be characterized using Thom's theory of catastrophes. In particular, it is of 
interest to categorize those submanifolds of A for which the map x is discontinuous, the 
so-called "castastrophe" manifold. Again, if f is linear the map xis continuous and there 
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is no interesting structure to analyze. Thus, no linearized version of the problem will 
suffice to study the geometry of the equilibrium manifold . 

The above examples provide convincing evidence of the need to develop a nonlinear 
system theory capable of handling the same broad array of questions so successfully dealt 
with by the linear theory. In succeeding sections, we present some steps in this direction. 
As will become evident, almost everything remains to be done to complete such a program 
despite the impressive advances of recent years. 

4. Reachability and controllability. 
Smooth systems. Certainly the area in which most progress has been made in 

understanding the system-theoretic behavior of nonlinear processes is in the effective 
characterization of reachable sets and in the determination of algebraic criteria for 
complete reachability. Since the mathematical apparatus involved goes somewhat beyond 
the elementary linear algebra which suffices for the study of linear systems, we make the 
following fairly standard definitions as given, for example, in [26]. 

(N) 

Consider the nonlinear system 

x = f(x, u), 

y(t) = h(x), 

x(O) = x 0 , 

where u E '71 c Rm, x E M, a c~-connected manifold of dimension n and f and h are c~ 

functions of their arguments. To simplify notation, it is assumed that M admits globally 
defined coordinates x = (x 1, • • • , xn), allowing us to identify the points of M with their 
coordinate representations and to describe the control system (N) in the usual engineering 
form above. We also assume that (N) is complete, i.e., for every bounded measurable 
control u(t) and every x 0 E M, there exists a solution of x = f(x, u) satisfying x(O) = x0, 
x(t) E M for all real t. 

DEFINITION I. Given a point x* E M, we say that x* is reachable from x 0 at T if there 
exists a bounded measurable control u(t), satisfying u(t) E 'U, such that the system 
trajectory satisfies x(O) = x 0 , x(T) = x*, x(t) E M, 0 ;;; t ;;; T. The set of states reachable 
from x 0 is denoted as 

Ji'(x0 ) = U Ix: x reachable from x 0 at time Tl. 
O.:; T <co 

We say (N) is reachable at x 0 if R(x0 ) = Mand reachable if Ji' (x) = M for all x E M. 
Since it may be necessary to travel either a long distance or a great time to reach 

points near x0 , the property of reachability from x0 is not always of practical use. This fact 
leads to a local version of reachability . 

DEFINITION 2. (N) is locally reachable at x 0 if for every neighborhood U of x0 , 

Ji'(x0 ) n U is also a neighborhood of x 0 with the trajectory from x 0 to Ji'(x0 ) n U lying 
entirely within U. The system (N) is locally reachable if it is locally reachable for every 
x E M . 

The reachability concept detailed in Definition I is not symmetric: x* may be 
reachable from x 0 but not conversely (in contrast to the situation for autonomous linear 
systems). To remedy this situation, we need a weaker notion of reachability . This is 
provided by 

DEFINITION 3. Two states x* and x are weakly reachable from each other if and only 
if there exist states x 0, x 1, · · · , xk such that x0 = x*, xk = x and either x i is reachable 
from x i- I or xi - I is reachable from xi, i = I , 2, · · ·, k. The system (N) is said to be 
weakly reachable if it is weakly reachable from every x E M . Since weak reachability is a 
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global concept like reachability, we can define a local version of it in correspondence to 
Definition 2. 

Among the various reachability concepts, we have the following chain of implica-
tions 

locally reachable =reachable 

~ ~ 
locally weakly reachable = weakly reachable 

For autonomous linear systems it can be shown that all four of the above notions coincide. 
The advantage of local weak reachability over the other concepts defined above is 

that it lends itself to a simple algebraic test. For this, however, we need a few additional 
notions . 

DEFINITION 4. Let p(x), q(x) be two C 00 vector fields on M. Then the Jacobi bracket 
of p and q, denoted [p, q], is given by 

The set of all C00 vector fields on M is an infinite-dimensional vector space denoted by 
X(M) and becomes a Lie algebra under the multiplication defined by the Jacobi bracket. 

Each constant control u e n defines a vector fieldf(x , u) e X(M). We let 'J0 denote 
the subset of all such vector fields, i.e., 'J 0 is the set of all vector fields generated from 
f(x, ·) through use of constant controls. 'J denotes the smallest subalgebra of X(M) 
containing 'J0 . The elements of 'J are linear combinations of elements of the form 

where f;(x) = f(x, u;) for some constant u; e n. We let ;J (x) be the space of tangent 
vectors spanned by the vector fields of ;J at x. 

DEFINITION 5. (N) is said to satisfy the reachability rank condition at x0 if the 
dimension of 'J (x0 ) is n. If this is true for every x E M, then (N) satisfies the reachability 
rank condition. 

The following theorems illustrate the importance of the reachability rank condition. 
The proofs may be found, for instance, in [26). 

THEOREM 5. If (N) satisfies the reachability rank condition at x 0 , then (N) is 
weakly locally reachable at x0 . 

For C 00-systems, the converse is not quite true, but we do have 
THEOREM 6. If (N) is locally weakly reachable then the reachability rank condition 

is satisfied on an open dense subset of M (i.e., the rank condition is satisfied 
generically). 

In the event we strengthen the smoothness requirement on (N) from C 00 to analytic, 
we can strengthen Theorems 5 and 6 to 

THEOREM 7 [26] . If (N) is analytic then (N) is weakly reachable,if and only if it is 
locally weakly reachable if and only if the reachability rank condition is satisfied. 

The simplest illustration of the use of these results is to recapture the linear result of 
Theorem I. In this case 

'Jo= \Fx + Gu: u E nl 

so the Lie algebra is generated by the vecto~ fields \Fx, g1, g2, • • • , gml, where g; denotes 
the ith column of G regarded as a constant vector field. Computing brackets yields 
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[gi, [Fx, gj]] = 0, etc. 

The Cayley-Hamilton theorem implies that c.J is spanned by the vector fields Fx and the 
constant vector fields Figj, i = 0, I, ... , n - I, j = I, 2, ... , m. Thus in this context 
the reachability rank condition reduces to the condition of Theorem I, namely, (N) is 
locally reachable if and only if 

rank [GIFGIF2GI · · · IF"- 1G] = n. 

However, for linear systems local reachability and reachability are equivalent, so the 
usual results are obtained . 

The practical problem with applying the preceding results is that we have no 
nonlinear version of the Cayley- Hamilton theorem insuring that the test for complete 
reachability can be concluded in a finite number of steps. In principle, we could compute 
bracket after bracket in the Lie algebra generated by the !fil with no assurance that the 
next bracket might not yield a vector field linearly independent of those already 
computed. 

In order to rule out the above type of behavior, we introduce the following definition . 
DEFINITION 6. A set of vector fields !Ji!;_ 1 is called involutive if there exist smooth 

functions 'Yijk(x) such that 

r 

[Ji, f j ](x) = L 'Yijk(x) fk(x) . 
k- 1 

The property of being involutive is a necessary condition in order to be able to 
"integrate" the vector fields f 1

, • • • , f' to obtain a solution manifold. The following 
theorem of Frobenius shows that this property is (with mild regularity assumptions) also 
sufficient to assert the existence of maximal solutions. 

THEOREM 8 [9]. Let !Ji!;_ 1 be an involutive collection of vector fields which are 
a) analytic on an analytic manifold M. Then given any point x0 E M, there exists a 

maximal submanifold N containing x0 such that !Fl spans the tangent space of Nat 
each point of N. 

b) c~ on a C00 manifold M with the dimension of the span of !Fl constant on M. 
Then given any point x0 E M, there exists a maximal submanifold N containing x0 such 
that !Ji l spans the tangent space of Nat each point of N. 

As an illustration of the Frobenius theorem, consider the analytic vector fields in R 3 

It is easily verified that this collection is involutive, and if we look at any point x E R 3 then 
we can integrate the distribution through that point. For instance, if x = 1/3( /3, .,/3, .,/3), 
then we obtain the set 

N = !x : II x II = I l 
as the corresponding integral manifold. In fact, in this example the vectors f 1,f 2 ,f 3 are 
tangent to the spherical shell N at each point. Additional details on this example are 
provided in [9]. 
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In terms of the Frobenius theorem, if we allow positive and negative time, the 
problem of complete reachability for an involutive system of vector fields may be restated: 
does the maximal submanifold N = M? In order to answer this question, it is necessary to 
have a more explicit characterization of the submanifold N. This is provided by a theorem 
of Chow, which also provides the underpinning for our earlier results, Theorems 5- 7. But 
first a bit of additional notation. 

Given a vector field f on M, for each t exp tf defines a map of M - M, which is the 
mapping produced by the flow on M defined by the differential equation x = f(x). We 
denote by diff (M) the group of diffeomorphisms of Mand let !exp {f;}}G be the smallest 
subgroup of diff (M) which contains exp tffor allfE {J;}. Finally, !FL denotes the Lie 
algebra of vector fields generated by lF} under the Jacobi bracket multiplication defined 
above. We are now in a position to state the following control-theoretic version of Chow's 
theorem. 

THEOREM 9 [9] . Let !F(x)L be a collection of vector fields such that !F(x)}LA is 
a) analytic on an analytic manifold M. Then given any x 0 E M, there exists a 

maximal submanifold N c M containing x 0 such that 

{exp lF}}Gxo =!exp {FL}Gxo = N. 

b) c~ on a c~ manifold M with dim (span {J;(x)}LA) constant on M. Then given 
any x 0 E M, there exists a maximal submanifold N c M containing x 0 such that 

!exp lF}}Gxo =!exp {FL}Gxo = N. 

Linear-analytic systems. The conclusions of Chow's theorem enable us to effectively 
resolve the reachability problem for systems of the form 

r 

x = L u;f;(x), x(O) = x 0 • 

i - 1 

However, in applications we are often confronted with systems of the form 
r 

(3) x = p(x) + L u;(t)g;(x), x(O) = x0 . 

i - 1 

In this situation, Chow's theorem has the serious drawback that it does not distinguish 
between positive and negative time. Thus, the submanifold N may include points which 
can only be reached by passing backward along the vector field p(x). This means that the 
reachable set will, in general, only be a proper subset of N. 

Ifwe let (exp tp)(x0 ) denote the solution to (3) at time t corresponding to all u;""" 0, 
while Ji(t, x 0 ) denotes the reachable set at time t, then the problem of local reachability is 
to find necessary and sufficient conditions that (exp tp)(x0 ) E interior Ji(t, x 0) for all 
t > 0. Denoting (ad X, Y) = [X, Y], (adk + 1 X, Y) = (X, (adk X, Y)], the basic known 
results on this problem are contained in 

THEOREM 10 (27], (58] . 
a) A necessary and sufficient condition that for any T> 0, int U 0 ,, ,,, r 

Ji(t, x0 ) -:/= 0 is that dim (!p, g;L)(x0 ) = n. 
b) A necessary and sufficient condition that interior Ji(t, x 0 ) -:/= 0 for all t > 0 is 

that 

dim (!adk p,g;) : k = 0, 1, · · ·; i = 1, · · ·, rL)(x0 ) = n. 

c) A sufficient condition that (exp tp)(x0 ) E interior Ji(t, x0 ) for all t > 0 is 
that 
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l(adip,g;) :j=O, 1, 2, · · ·; i= 1, 2, · · ·, r} 

contain n linearly independent elements. 
Remark. Condition c) of Theorem 10 is also necessary in the case n = 2. In general, 

though, more stringent hypotheses are required for the "rank condition" to be 
necessary. 

To illustrate the application of the foregoing results, consider the dynamical 
system 

X2 0 
X1 

sin x 1 -2X2 
= p(x) + ug(x) . X2 + u 

X 3 X3 

X 3 
0 

Computing the Lie brackets, we have 

2x2 

X 3 

[p,g] = sin x1 2x2 , 
x; X 3 

0 

so that p, q and [p, g] span R 3 unless x 1 = 0 or 7r or x 2 = 0. That is, the system satisfies the 
reachability rank condition for all nonzero x0 . 

Let us return now to the problem of local reachability. If we assume that the origin is 
an equilibrium point for the vector field p(x), i.e., p(O) = 0, and if we measure the system 
to be in some state q at a future time t 1, then we can consider the local controllability 
problem to consist in determining the existence of a stabilizing control which would drive 
the trajectory of the system x(t) in the "direction" - q. 

To be more explicit, consider the system 

(4) x = p(x) + u(t)g(x), 

where I u(t) I;;; I . Further, assume that 

dim span !(adk p, g) : k = 0, I , · · · }(O) = n, 

so that a stabilizing control law exists, at least locally (Theorem 1 Ob)). The problem in the 
construction of such a law is that the directions that are "instantaneously" possible are 
p(q) + µg(q), - I ;;; µ ;;; 1, and - q need not be among these directions. Let us write q as 

n 

q = L a;(adi-I p, g)(O). 
i - 1 

Then if we can generate the directions ± (adi p, g)(O) via compositions of solutions of ( 4) 
with controls I u I;;; I , it follows that we can generate the direction - q. 

A specific illustration of how to construct the locally stabilizing law is the following 
taken from [27] . Let n = 3 and define 

(5) 

where 
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if Cl.)< 0, 

if Cl.)> 0, 

q0 ' (s)(x) =(exp s(p ± g))(x), 

q1' (s)(x) = (exp ./S(p + g)) o (exp ./S(p ± g))(x) 

= (exp (2./Sp ± s[p, g] + O(s)))(x), 

q/ (s)(x) = (exp (2s' l 4p ± s(ad2 p,g) + O(s)))(x) . 

These flows are chosen so that if p(O) = 0 and lp(x) I;;;; c Ix I, then 

dq ' . 
ds(s)(x) ls -o= ± (ad ' p,g)(x). 

Thus, if x = I L a ,(ad' - 1 p, g)(O), then 
3 

q(s)x - x = (s + s' l 2 + (s / 2) 114 )p(x) - s L a ,(ad'- 1 p, g)(x) + O(s). 
i - 1 
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Hence, if x is near 0 and s is sufficiently small , q(s)x - x = - sx + O(s) and the above 
formula shows how to choose a control over the time interval [O, I:j_1 ia , lsJ so as to move 
the state essentially in the same direction - x , i.e., toward the origin . Summarizing, the 
steps in the process are: 

(i) measure the state x; 
(ii) express x = I:;_1 a ,(ad' - 1 p, g)(x); 

(iii) use (4) to determine an "open-loop" control u(t, x) on the interval 
0 ;;;; t ;;;; I:i_1 la,ls; 

(iv) remeasure the state and repeat the process. 
(Note that even though the measured state xis used to compute the control, the law u is 
still open-loop since no state over the interval 0;;;; t ;;;; I:L la, ls is measured .) The 
formulae for the general case of the above result are given in [27] along with a report on 
the convergence of the algorithm sketched in steps (i)- (iii) above. 

The formulae given above for generating ± (adk p, g)(x) are but one of many possible 
schemes. The question (as yet unanswered) arises as to whether a different scheme can be 
derived in which the terms O(s) are actually insignificant when compared to ±s(adk p , g) 
for large k . (In the formulae given above the term O(s) in q/ (s)(x) is of the form 
(.s 1 

+k f
2 )w, for some vector field win \(ad' p , g) : i = 0, I, ... )LA' Numerically, this is not 

insignificant when compared to ±.s(adk p, g) fork large.) 
Before moving on to results for important special classes of nonlinear systems, it is of 

value to cite the works [24], [28], [58] for additional reachability results . Of special note 
is [28] in which global results are obta ined for systems in which the Lie algebra {p, iL is 
not necessarily finite dimensional. See also [ 40] for an excellent survey of positive-time 
reachability and its connection with the topological structure of the state manifold M. 

Bilinear systems. By far the most detailed and explicit results for the reachability of 
nonlinear systems are those developed for bilinear processes. Bilinear systems are 
characterized by the equations 

m 

(6) x = Fx + Gu + L N, xu1(t) , 
i - 1 

where F and N, are n x n real matrices and G is an n x m rea l matrix . 
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There are a number of theoretical and practical motivations for the study of bilinear 
processes which are well detailed in [ 48]. For now we only note that the type of 
nonlinearity (multiplicative) makes the system structure in some sense "closest" to the 
linear case. This fact enables us to employ many of the techniques and procedures already 
set up for linear systems. 

For studying the reachability properties of ( 6), we consider the case G = 0 (homoge
neous-in-the-state systems) since the inhomogeneous case (G =F 0) is in a somewhat less 
settled state. However, it should be noted that by adding extra components to the state 
and/or to the control, and constraining them to be equal to 1, an inhomogeneous bilinear 
system may be formally studied as a homogeneous-in-the-state system. 

Given a homogeneous-in-the-state system 

(7) x = (F + f N;u;(t))x, 
1- l 

x(O) = x 0 , 

we may write the solution as x(t) = X(t)x0 , where X(t) E GL(n), the nonsingular n x n 
real matrices . Thus, the reachability properties of (7) are directly related to those of the 
system 

m 

(8) x = FX + L N;Xu;(t), X(O) =I. 
i - 1 

Here the system state space is taken to be M = GL(n). To study reachability properties of 
(8), we need the notion of a matrix Lie algebra . 

DEFINITION 7. Given two n x n matrices A and B, their Lie product is defined as 

[A, B] ==AB - BA. 

A Lie algebra of n x n matrices is a subspace of n x n matrices closed under the Lie 
product operation. 

Let L denote the Lie algebra generated by the matrices !F, N 1, N 2, • • • , N ml and let 
R(t, I) denote the reachable set for (8) at time t. Then the main reachability result for 
homogeneous-in-the-state bilinear systems is 

THEOREM 11 [57). For the system (8), if 

GL(n)(L) == !r E GL(n) : r = eA'eA' . .. eAm, A, E £}, 

i = 1, · · · , m, m = 1, 2, · · · 

is compact, then 
a) U,>0 1?.(tJ)=GL(n)(L); 
b) there exists a 0 < T <co such that 

R(T, I) = U R(t, I)= GL(n)(L) . 
t i::. O 

In short, Theorem 11 says that the reachable set for (8) from the identity is GL(n)(L) 
and that all points that can be reached will be attained after some finite time T. 

Remarks. ( 1) In the strictly bilinear case (F = 0), the compactness can be dropped. 
(2) If F = 0 the system (8) is completely reachable on R" - (O}, if and only if L has 

rankn [54]. 
For the inhomogeneous system ( 6), a convenient sufficient condition for controllabil

ity is given by the following result. 
THEOREM 12 [29] . The inhomogeneous system (6) is controllable from the state x 0 

if the sequence of vectors !S~, · · · , SQ', s:, · · · , S!_ 1, • • • , S';_ 1} contains n linearly 
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independent elements, where 

S~= Fkg; + (ad~N;)x0 , 

g; = ith column of G. 

k=0,1,· ·,n-1, i=l,2,···,m, 
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An alternate approach to the study of controllability of bilinear processes is to study 
the equilibrium points of (6) . Let u be a constant control in the unit hypercube H. Then 
the equilibrium point x* (u) is the solution of the equation 

Fx + Nxu +Gu= o. 

(Note that here we adopt the more compact notation L;'.'.. 1 N;XU; """ Nxu.) Let us assume 
that whenever F + N'u is singular, Gu is not in its range. Then the expression 

(9) x*(u) = -(F + Nu) - 'GU 

is the form of all possible equilibrium points, and as u ranges over H, (9) describes the 
equilibrium set. 

A sufficient condition for the controllability of ( 6) is now given by 
THEOREM 13 [38]. The bilinear system (6) is completely controllable using 

piecewise-continuous inputs if 
a) there exist constant controls u+ and u- in H such that Re[;\;(F + N'u + )] > 0 and 

Re[A;(F + N'u - )] < 0, with x*(u +) and x*(u - ) contained in a connected subset of the 
equilibrium set and 

b) for each x*(u), there exists a v E Rm such that the pair !F + N'u, 
[Nx*(u) + GJvl is controllable. 

A more thorough investigation of the above criterion, together with many auxiliary 
results and examples, is given in the book [ 48]. 

Important properties of the reachable set for a compact control set are that it be 
convex and closed, regardless of the initial state. These properties are important for 
understanding the time-optimal control problem and for generating computational 
algorithms for determining optimal controls. For bilinear systems the reachable set is 
usually not convex (or even closed unless the control set is both compact and convex). 

Since the general case is not yet settled, we consider the special case of (7) when the 
matrices N; have rank I, i.e., we can write N; =c b;c;, where b; and c; are n-dimensional 
vectors. The first convexity result involves the case of small t. 

THEOREM 14 [8]. let x0 be given and assume that c;x0 * 0, i = 1, 2, · · · , m . Then 
there exists a T > 0 such that for each t, 0 ;;;;; t ;;;;; T, the reachable set for (7) is convex for 
bounded controls u;(t). 

In order to "globalize" this result to the case T = oo, additional conditions on F, b; and 
C; are needed. 

THEOREM 15 [8]. Suppose each component of c; is nonnegative and that for all t > 0 
the matrix F + L;'.'.. 1 u;(t)b;c; has nonnegative off-diagonal entries. Then the reachable 
set at time tis convex fort > 0 for bounded controls U;(t) . 

Another very important class of nonlinear systems of which fairly explicit reachabil
ity results have been obtained is systems governed by the polynomial dynamics 

x(t) = f(x) + u(t)g(x), 

where/ and g are vector fields having components which are polynomials in the entries of 
x. It will be useful for us to assume that x(t) E k", where k = R or 0::, with u( ·)being a 
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k-valued piecewise smooth function . The extension to the case of vector controls is 
straightforward, at the expense of a more elaborate notation. 

Since/ and g are polynomial maps, it should come as no surprise that concepts from 
elementary algebraic geometry play a fundamental role in studying reachability. Let us 
recall a few basic definitions. We let k [s 1, • • • , s,,] be the ring of polynomials in the 
indeterminates Si. • • • , s,, with coefficients in k, abbreviated k [s]. An algebraic set in k" 
is the zero set for some collection of polynomials in k [s] . Thus, if Q i::;; k(s), then we have 
the natural algebraic set 

V(Q) = !x E k": /(x) = 0 for all/E QI. 

We let 'V Q = smallest ideal in k[s] containing Q. Dually, if S i::;; k", then we define the 
ideal 

'V(S) = l/E k[s] : /(x) = 0 for all x E SI. 

Obviously, S i::;; V('V(S)) . Also if 'V if any ideal ink [s], we have 'V i::;; 'V( V('V )). The ideal 
'V ( V('V)) is called the radical of 'Vandis the largest ideal defining V('V ). 

by 
If/E k [s] , x E k", the differential off at xis the linear function dxf:k" __. k given 

n af 
dxf(v) =I: a Cx)v; . 

i - 1 Si 

If F(s) is a column vector with entries in k [s], the Lie derivative off with respect to F, 
LF(f(s)) is given by 

m af . 
LF(f(s)) = dJ(F(s)) = L - (s)F;(s). 

i - 1 as; 

Finally, given a set Q i::;; k [s] and a set P whose elements are column vector of polynomials, 
we define 

l(Q; P) = smallest polynomial ideal in k[s ] containing Q and closed under Lie 
differentiation with respect to elements of P. 

The ideal/( Q; P) provides the key ingredient for the following important result. 
THEOREM 16 [4], [5] . Let V be an algebraic set ink". If Jf(x0 ) i::;; V for each x0 E V, 

then l('V ( V); !J, g)) = 'V ( V) . If for any ideal 'V defining V we have !('V ; !J, g)) = 'V , 
then Ji(x0 ) i::;; V for each x0 E V. 

The above theorem gives a basis for testing whether or not a given algebraic set V 
contains points reachable from x0 . More importantly, it also provides a procedure for 
constructing reachable points from x 0 , namely find any ideal 'V such that 
/('V; !J, g)) = 'V. Then the associated algebraic set V = !x E k":<J>(x) = 0 for all</> E 'V} is 
certainly contained in Jl(x0 ). Note, however, that the statement "Jf(x0 ) i::;; V for each 
x0 E Vimplies /('V; !J, g)) = 'V " is not true for arbitrary 'V defining V, e.g., let 'V = ideal 
in k[s 1, s 2] generated by </> 1(s 1, s 2) = sf, </> 2 (s 1, s 2) = - s2 with/(s1, s 2 ) = (~,), g(s 1, s 2) = cg}. 
Then V('V) = !(g)) and Jf (x0 ) i::;; V for each x0 E V. However, /('V ; !J, g)) = 'V ( V) ::i 'V. 

As a very useful consequence of the foregoing theorem, we can provide a computable 
algebra ic criterion for the interior of Ji (x0 ) to be nonempty for the special polynomial 
system 

x = A x 1PI + bu, x (O) = x 0 , 

where x 1
P

1 denotes the ( " · ~ + 1 )-tuple of weighted p-forms in the components of x, i.e. , 
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with the entries ordered lexicographically and the weights chosen so that II x 1PI II = II x JI P, 

II · II = Euclidean norm. If we write f(x) = Ax1P1, then the pth differential dPf defines a 
symmetric p-linear mapping k" x k" x .. · x k" - k. Consider now a set of vectors :B 
generated as follows : 

(i) let b E :B; 
(ii) if vi> · · · , vP E :B, then let the vector d Pf (v 1, • •• , vp) be added to :B . 

Define the order of an element vP+ 1 E :Bas 

p 

order vp+ 1 = 1 + 2= order v1• 
j ... [ 

By definition, order b = I . The connection between the set :B and the set Ji (x0 ) is the 
following result. 

THEOREM 17 [5]. The system x = Ax1P1 + bu, x (O) = x 0 , has int J1 (x 0 ) * 0 if and 
only if the elements of :B of order ~ 1 + p + · · · + p"- 1 generate k" . 

Theorem 17 improves upon the result of Tbeorem 1 Oa in that the number of elements 
needed to check the dimensionality condition is finite and computable in advance. Thus, 
Theorem 17 is a generalization of the standard result for constant-coefficient linear 
systems (Theorem I). Proofs of Theorems 16 and 17, together with many additional 
results for observability and optimal control may be found in the papers [3], [5] . 

Other reachability / controllability results for nonlinear systems have been reported , 
but space precludes their inclusion. Specifically, we refer to [41] for global controllability 
results for perturbed linear systems and in a highly algebraic treatment, the case of 
systems governed by discrete-time polynomial dynamics is covered in detail in [ 54]. 

5. Observability and constructability. The general notion of observa bility can be 
stated in the following terms: given the model (N) of an input / output mapf, and an input 
function u E rl applied after t = l 0 , determine the sta te x 0 of (N) at t = t0 from knowledge 
of the output function y(t ), t0 ~ t ~ T. Another way of looking at the question is to ask if 
every possible pair of initial states x0 , x~ can be distinguished by every admissible input 
U E fl . 

There are several delicate issues which arise in the theory of nonlinea r observa bility 
which are masked in the linea r case discussed earlier. Let us consider two of the technical 
considerations. 

i) Choice of inputs. In the linear case, it is easy to show that if any input 
distinguishes points then every input does. So, it suffices to consider the case u == 0. 
However, for nonlinear systems this is not the case. There may be certain inputs which do 
not separate points. Thus, we must be critically aware of the observability definition 
employed. A thorough treatment of these issues is given in [53] and [56]. 

ii) Length of observation. For continuous-time linear systems, observing the output 
y(t) over any interval t0 ~ t ~ lo+ £, £ arbitrary, suffices to separate points for a 
completely observable system . However, it may be necessary to observe y (t) over a long, 
even infinite, interval in order to determine x0 for a nonlinear process. Thus , it is desirable 
to modify the global concept of observa bility by introducing a local version involving only 
the separation of points "nea r" x 0 in either a spatia l or tempora l sense. 

In what follows, we sha ll adopt definitions to deal with the foregoing difficulties, 
motivated by a desire to obtain a simple algebraic test for observa bility a na logous to that 
given ea rl ier for controllability. 
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We consider the system 

(N) 

JOHN L. CASTI 

x = f(x, u), 

y(t) = h(x), 

as given in §4. 
DEFINITION 8. Two initial states x 0

, x 1 E M are termed indistinguishable if the 
systems (N, x 0

) and (N, x 1
) realize the same input/output map, i.e., under the same input 

u E fl, the system (N) produces the same output y( t) for the initial states x 0 and x 1
• The 

system (N) is termed observable if for all x E M, the only state indistinguishable from xis 
x itself. 

Remark. Observability of (N) does not imply that every input in fl distinguishes all 
points of M . This is true, however, if the output y is a sum of a function of the initial state 
and a function of the input, as in the linear case. 

Since observability is a global concept, we localize the concept with the following 
definitions. 

DEFINITION 9. (N) is locally observable at x 0 E M if for every open neighborhood U 
of x 0

, the set of points indistinguishable from x 0 by trajectories in U consists of x 0 itself. 
(N) is locally observable if it is locally observable for every x E M. 

Practical considerations suggest that it may be sufficient only to distinguish points 
which are near to x 0

, leaving open the possibility of x 0 being equivalent to states x 1 which 
are far removed . This heuristic idea motivates 

DEFINITION 10. (N) is weakly observable at x 0 if there exists an open neighborhood 
U of x 0 such that the only point in U which is indistinguishable from x 0 is x 0 itself. The 
system (N) is weakly observable if it is weakly observable at every x E M. 

Again, weak observability may require that we travel far from U in order to 
distinguish the points of U. The following definition deals with this problem. 

DEFINITION 11 . (N) is locally weakly observable at x 0 if there exists an open 
neighborhood U of x 0 such that for every open neighborhood V of x 0 contained in U, we 
have that the set of points indistinguishable from x 0 in Vis x 0 itself. The system (N) is 
locally weakly observable if it is locally weakly observable for all x E M. 

As for controllability, the following diagram of implications exists: 

(N) locally observable = (N) observable 

ll ll 
(N) locally weakly observable= (N) weakly observable 

For linear systems, all four concepts coincide. 
As noted in § 1, reachability and observability are dual concepts for linear systems in 

the precise meaning of vector space duality. In order to partially generalize this result to 
the manifold setting, additional machinery is required. In essence, we shall employ the 
duality between the space X(M) of vector fields on a manifold Mand the space X* (M) of 
the one-forms on M . This duality, coupled with the role X(M) played in the controllabil
ity situation, strongly suggests that the space of one-forms X* (M) will be the appropriate 
vehicle for the study of nonlinear observability. 

DEFINITION 12. Let <f>(x) be a C 00 function on M with q an element of X(M). Then 
the Lie derivative of</> (in the direction q), Lq(</>), is defined as 

a<1> 
Lq(</>)(x) =ax (x)q(x). 

(Note that the gradient d<f> = a<1>/ax is an n-dimensional row vector.) 
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Now let g0 denote the subset of C 00 (M) consisting of the functions h1 (x), h2(x), 
· , hp(x), i.e., the components of the observation vector function h(x). Further, we let 

g denote the smallest vector space generated by g0 and elements obtained from g0 by Lie 
differentiation in the direction of elements of ;J0 (recall that ;J0 is the set of all vector fields 
generated fromf(x, ·)using constant controls). A typical element of fl is a finite linear 
combination of elements of the form 

wheref;(x) = f(x, u;) for some constant u; E Q. It is easily verified that fl is closed under 
Lie differentiation by elements of ;J also. 

Define X*(M) as the real vector space of one-forms on M, i.e., all finite C 00 (M) 
linear combinations of gradients of elements of C 00 (M). Further, let dfJ0 = !d<t>: </> E fl0 l, 
dfJ = !d<t> : </> E fll. From the well-known identity 

it follows that dg is the smallest linear space of one-forms containing dfJ0 and which is 
closed with respect to Lie differentiation by elements of ;J. The elements of d;J are finite 
linear combinations of elements of the form 

where f;(x) = f(x, u;) for some constant u; E Q. Let dg(x) denote the space of vectors 
obtained by evaluating the elements of dg at x. 

DEFINITION 13. (N) is said to satisfy the observability rank condition at x 0 if the 
dimension of dg(x 0

) equals n. If dim dfJ(x) = n for all x E M, then (N) is said to satisfy 
the observability rank condition . 

The observability rank condition provides an algebraic test for local weak observabil
ity as the next result demonstrates. 

THEOREM 18 [26]. If (N) satisfies the observability rank condition at x 0 then (N) is 
locally weakly observable at x 0

• 

The observability rank condition is "almost" a necessary co·ndition for local weak 
controllability, as well, as is seen from 

THEOREM 19 [26]. /f (N) is locally weakly observable then the observability rank 
condition is satisfied generically. 

We refer to [26] for the precise meaning of "generic" in Theorem 19. Intuitively, the 
set of states for which the observability rank condition fails is a "thin" set in the state 
space M . 

For analytic systems (N), we have the stronger result 
THEOREM 20 [26]. If (N) is an analytic system then the following conditions are 

equivalent: 
i) (N) satisfies the observability rank condition; 

ii) (N) is weakly observable; 
iii) (N) is locally weakly observable. 
Example. To show that the observability rank condition generalizes Theorem 2, 

consider the linear system 

x = Fx +Gu, y=Hx. 

In this case, the space of vector fields ;J is generated by the elements 

!Fx,F;g;,i = 1,2, · · · , n - l;)= 1,2, ···,ml. 
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If we let h1 denote the }th row of H, then the relevant Lie derivatives are 

LFx(h1F;)(x) = h1Fi+1x, 

LF'g/hkF')(x) = hkF;+1g1, 

lFx(h1F1gk) = 0. 

Thus, by the Cayley- Hamilton theorem !J is generated by the set 

!h;Fkx,h;Fkg1: i = I, ... ,p,j= I,··· ,m,k =0, I,··· ,n- if 

and d!J(x) is generated by 

8 = !h;Fk: i = I,· · · , p, k = 0, I, · · · , n - l f. 
Since d!J(x) is independent of x, it is of constant dimension and the observability rank 
condition reduces to the requirement that the set 8 consists of n linearly independent 
elements . 

Other important observability results for general systems are given in [21], [36], 
[37]. Now we consider some specific classes of nonlinear processes. 

Bilinear systems. As in the case of controllability, considerably more detailed results 
are available on the observability question when we impose a bilinear structure upon the 
system dynamics/ For instance, consider the homogeneous system 

( l 0) 
x = (F + f u;(t)N;)x, 

1- l 

x(O) = x 0 , 

y(t) = Hx(t). 

We have the following result for testing whether or not indistinguishable initial states 
exist. 

THEOREM 21 [7]. The homogeneous bilinear system (JO) has indistinguishable 
initial states if and only if there exists a state coordinate transformation T such that 

O]. 

An alternate characterization of the same result is given by 
THEOREM 22 [31]. The set of all unobservable (i.e., indistinguishable) states of the 

system (10) is the largest subspace 8 of R" invariant under F, N 1, • • · , Nm, which 
contains the kernel of H. 

Theorem 22 suggests the following computational algorithm for calculating the 
subspace 8: 

i) Let V1 = range (H'). 
ii) Calculate the subspace U;+ 1 = U; + N~ U1 + · · · N~, U;. 

iii) There exists an integer k* such that Uk' = Uk' - i· Continue step ii) until k* is 
determined and set Z = range Uk'. 

iv) 8 = Z ·\ the orthogonal complement of Z . 
Additional results on observability for bilinea r systems may be found in the papers 
already cited in the previous section . 

Factorable systems. An interesting class of nonlinea r systems is that composed of 
linear systems connected in parallel with outputs multiplied. Such " factorable" systems 
are surprisingly general since a broad class of systems with separa ble Volterra kernel> 
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may be expressed as finite sums of factorable systems. Thus, the factorable systems might 
be thought of as comprising the basic building blocks for the representation of constant 
parameter nonlinear systems. In fact, over a finite time interval, any continuous-time 
systems can be arbitrarily closely approximated by a factorable system. 

The mathematical form of a factorable system is 

K 

(11) x = Fx + gu(t), y(t) = n h;X;(t), 
i - 1 

where we adopt the notation 

with X; being an n;-dimensional vector, and the elements h;, g;, F; being of corresponding 
sizes. Thus, the overall state vector x(t) is of dimension n = n1 + · · . + nK . 

Since the nonlinearity occurs only in the system output, the usual reachability test 
from the linear theory shows that the factorable system {11) is completely reachable if 
and only if W;(A) and W/A) have no poles in common for i =/:- j, where Wk(A) is the 
transfer matrix associated with the kth component subsystem. Thus, we turn attention to 
study of the observability properties of the system ( 11 ). 

It turns out to be convenient to investigate observability for the system {11) by using 
the Kronecker product of the component subsystems comprising ( 11 ). Letting 

x ® (t) = X1 (t) 0 Xi(t) 0 ... 0 xK(t), 

where 0 denotes the usual Kronecker product, it can be seen that x ® (t) serves as a state 
vector for a linear system (with u = 0) . We have 

( 12) :t x® (t) = F® x® (t), y(t) = h® x®(t), 

with 

F ® = F1 0 I 0 · · · 0 I + I 0 Fi 0 I 0 · · · 0 In, n2 nx n 1 n1 

+ · • • + Jn, @ Jn, ® • • • @Jn,_, @ FK, 

h® = h1@ hi@ · · · @ hK. 

Knowledge of the initial state x® (0) enables us to compute (up to certain ambiguities in 
sign) the state x(O). So, we say that the system (11) is completely observable if its 
associated linear system ( 12) is observable in the usual sense. 

A convenient characterization of the observability of ( 12) is possible if we define the 
vector A; of distinct characteristic roots of the matrix F;, i.e., 

where i = I, 2, ... , K, p; ;:;:; n;. The Kronecker sum of two such vectors is given by 
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.\1.p, + A.21 

.\1.p, + .\22 

In terms of the Kronecker sum of the {A;}, we characterize observability of (12) by the 
following result. 

THEOREM 23 [23]. Th~factorable system (11) is completely observable if and only 
if the vector A1 0 A2 0 • • · ® AK has distinct entries and at most one of the 
subsystems has multiple characteristic values. 

Polynomial systems. Very few results exist on the observability question for general 
continuoU!Hime polynomial systems, i.e., systems of the form 

x = P(x, u), y(t) = h(x), 

where P(·, ·)and h(·) are polynomial functions of their arguments. However, in the 
discrete time case a considerable body of knowledge has been reported in [34]. For 
brevity, let us consider a representative case, the so-called (polynomial) state-affine 
system 

( 13) x(t + I)= F(u(t))x(t) + G(u(t)), y(t) = Hx(t), 

where F( ·) and G(.) are polynomial functions of u and H is a constant matrix. A 
particular case is that of internally-bilinear systems, when F and Gare themselves linear 
functions of u. The observability of the state-affine system ( 13) is settled by the following 
test, which is a restatement of a result taken from [ 53]. 

THEOREM 24 [53]. The input sequence w = u1, u2, • • • , u._ 1 distinguishes all pairs 
of initial states for the state-affine system ( 13) if and only if the matrix 

H 

HF(u 1) 

8(w) = 
HF(u2 )F(u 1) 

has rank n. 
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Thus Theorem 24 shows that any input sequence w such that the observability matrix 
8(w) is of full rank suffices to distinguish initial states for the system (13) . 

For a more complete discussion of various observability concepts for discrete-time 
polynomial systems and their interrelations, the work (53] should be consulted . Also, for 
continuous-time polynomial and analytic systems, the paper (56] shows that universal 
inputs w* exist, i.e. the single universal input w* distinguishes all initial states which are 
distinguishable by any input. 

6. Realization theory. The specification of the realization problem for linear 
systems is simplified by the fact that it is easy to parametrize the input, output and state 
spaces via a globally defined coordinate system. This fact enables us to reduce the 
problem of construction of a canonical model from input/output data to a problem of 
linear algebra involving matrices. In the nonlinear case no such global coordinate system 
exists, in general, and it is necessary to take considerable care in defining what we mean 
by the problem "data." We can no longer regard the input/output data as being 
represented by an object as simple as an infinite sequence of matrices or, equivalently, a 
matrix transfer function. So, the first step in the construction of an effective nonlinear 
realization procedure is to develop a generalization of the transfer matrix suitable for 
describing the input/output behavior of a reasonably broad class of nonlinear processes. 

If we consider the nonlinear system (N) 

x = f(x, u), 

y = h(x), 

x(O) = x0 , 

then it is natural to attempt to represent the output of (N) in terms of the input as a series 
expansion 

y(t) = w0(t) + [' w1 (t, s) u(s) ds + [' [ " w2(t, s1, s2) u(s2) u(s1) ds2 ds 1 + · 

Formally, the above Volterra series expansion is a generalization of the linear variation of 
constant formula 

y(t) = HeF' x 0 + [' HeFU -s>Gu(s) ds. 

Arguing by analogy with the linear case, the realization problem for nonlinear systems 
may be expressed as: given the sequence of Volterra kernels 'W = !Wo, w1, w2, • • • ),find a 
canonical model N = (f, h) whose input/output behavior generates 'W. 

Without further hypotheses on the analytic behavior off, h, together with a suitable 
definition of "canonical model," the realization problem as stated is much too ambitious 
and, in general, unsolvable. So, let us initially consider conditions under which the 
Volterra series exists and is unique. Further, we restrict attention to the class of 
linear-analytic systems, i.e., f(x, u) = f(x) + u(t)g(x), where f( · ), g( ·) and h( ·) are 
analytic vector fields . The basic result for Volterra series expansions is 

THEOREM 25 (39]. If f. g and h are analytic vector fields and if x = f(x) has a 
solution on [O, T] with x(O) = x 0 , then the input/output behavior of (N) has a unique 
Volterra series representation on [O, T]. 

In the case of a bilinear system wheref(x) = Fx, g(x) = Gx, h(x) = x, u( ·)=scalar 
control, the Volterra kernels can be explicitly computed as 
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It can be shown [ 16] that for bilinear systems the Volterra series converges globally for all 
locally bounded u. 

The global convergence of the Volterra series for bilinear processes suggests an 
approach to the construction of a Volterra expansion in the general case. First, expand all 
functions in their Taylor series, forming a sequence of bilinear approximations of 
increasing accuracy. We then compute the Volterra series for each bilinear approxima
tion . However, the simple system 

x = u2x , x (O) = I, h(x) = x 

shows that, in general, no Volterra expansion exists which is valid for all u such that II u II 
is sufficiently small. Further details on the above bilinear approximation technique can be 
found in [9] . 

By taking the Laplace transform of the Volterra kernels {w;}, it is possible to develop 
a nonlinea r ana logue of the standard matrix transfer function of the linear theory . Such 
an approach as carried out, for example, in [ 4 7] provides an alternate "frequency
domain" approach to the realization problem. See also the work of Fliess [ 18] in this 
regard . We shall forego the details of such a procedure here due to space considerations , 
and focus our attention solely upon nonlinear systems whose input / output data is given in 
terms of the infinite sequence of Volterra kernels {w; }. 

Now let us turn to the definition of a canonical model for a nonlinear process . As 
noted earlier, in the linear case we say a model is canonical if it is both reachable 
(controllable) and observable (constructible) . Such a model is also minimal in the sense 
that the state space has smallest possible dimension (as a vector space) over all such 
realizations . In order to preserve this minimality property, we make the following 

DEFINITION 14. A system (N) is called locally weakly minimal if it is locally weakly 
controllable and locally weakly obervable. 

The relevance of Definition 14 to the realization problem is seen from the following 
result. 

THEOREM 26 [26]. Let (N), (N) be two nonlinear sy stems with input sets Q = Q, and 
state manifolds Mand M of dimensions m, m, respectively. Suppose (N, x 0 ) and (N, x0 ) 

realize the same input/output map. Then if (N) is locally weakly minimal, m ~ m. 
Thus, we see that two locally weakly minimal realizations of the same input/ output 

map must be of the same state dimension which is minimal over all possible realizations . 
Remark. Two locally weakly minimal realizations need not be diffeomorphic, in 

contrast to the linear case. This is seen from the two systems 

(N) x = u, y 1 = cos x, y 2 = sin x, 

(N) iJ = u, y 1 = cos 8, Yz = sin 8, 

with Q = Q = R, M = R, M = S 1
, the unit circle, y c: R 2

, x0 = 0, 80 = 0. Here (N) and (N) 
realize the same input/output map. Furthermore, both systems are locally weakly 
controllable and observable. 

The above result leaves open the question if two canonical realizations are isomor
phic, i.e., given two nonlinear systems (N) and (N), with state manifolds M and M, 

(N) x = f(x, u), y = h(x), 

(N) z = ](z , u), y = h(z) , 

when does there exist a diffeomorphism ¢: M ~ M such that x = ¢(z) , z = ¢ - 1 (x) or 

a¢ -
-:;- f(¢(z), u) = f( · , u) , 
oz 
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The answer to this question is provided by the following restatement of a result of 
Sussman. 

THEOREM 27 [55). let there be given a mapping Gx,.u which to each input u(l), 
0 ~ t ~ T, assigns a curve y(t) and assume that there exists a finite dimensional analytic 
complete system 

x = f(x, u), 

y = h(x) , 

x(O) = x0 , 

X E M, 

which realizes the map Gx, .u· Then Gx,.u can also be realized by a system which is weakly 
controllable and observable. Furthermore. any two such realizations are isomorphic. 

Remark. In all the results above, as well as those to follow , the conditions of 
analyticity and completeness of the defining vector fields is crucial. The reason is clear: 
analyticity forces a certain type of "rigidity" upon the system; i.e., the global behavior of 
the system is determined by its behavior in an arbitrarily small open set. Completeness is 
also a natural condition since without this property the system is not totally specified, as it 
is then necessary to speak about the type of behavior exhibited in the neighborhood of the 
vector field singularity. Fortunately, analyticity and completeness are properties pos
sessed by any class of systems defined by sets of algebraic equations, having a reasonable 
amount of homogeneity. For instance, linear systems and bilinear systems are included in 
this class, together with any other type of system which is both finite-dimensional, 
"algebraic," and bounded. 

Now let us turn to some realization results for specific classes of nonlinear systems. 
For ease of notation, we consider only single-input, single-output systems citing the 
references for the more general case. 

Bilinear systems. Given a sequence of Volterra kernels !w;}7_0 , the first question is to 
determine conditions under which the sequence may be realized by a bilinear system. For 
this we need the concept of a factorizable sequence of kernels. 

DEFINITION 15. A sequence of kernels !w; t 2 is said to be factorizable if there exist 
three matrix functions F( · ), G( · ), H(t, ·) of sizes n x n, n x I, I x m, respectively such 
that 

The set !F, G, H) is called the factorization of !w;) and the number n is its dimension. A 
factorization !F0 , G0 , H 0 } of minimal dimension is called a minimal factorization. 

We can now characterize those Volterra kernels which can be realized by a bilinear 
system. 

THEOREM 28 [ 16). The sequence of Volterra kernels !w; t o is realizable by a 
bilinear system if and only if w1 has a proper rational Laplace transform and !w;)7_2 is 
factorizable by functions F, G, H with proper rational Laplace transforms. 

Let us assume that a given sequence of kernels !w;) is bilinearly realizable. We then 
face the question of the construction of a minimal realization and its properties. The main 
result in this regard is 

THEOREM 29 [ 16). For a sequence of bilinearly realizable kernels !w;}, the minimal 
realizations are such that 

i) the state space dimension n0 is given by the dimension of the linear system whose 
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impulse response matrix is 

[

WI (t, S) 
W(s) = 

G0 (s) 

ii) any two minimal realizations 

H 0 (t, s)l; 
F0 (s) 

x =Ax+ Bu + Nxu, 

z = Az + Bu + Nzu, 

y= Cx, 

y= cz, 
are related by a linear transformation of their state spaces, i.e., there exists an n0 x n0 

matrix T such that 

A.= TAT - 1, iJ =TB, iv= TNT - 1, c = cT-1
• 

Theorem 29 provides the basic information needed in order to actually construct the 
matrices A, B, C, N of a minimal realization. Since W(s) is the impulse response of a 
linear system of dimension n0 , there must exist three matrices P, Q, R of sizes n0 x n0 , 

n0 x (n + I), (n + I) x n0 such that 

By partitioning Q and Ras 

where R 1 is I x n0 and Q1 is n0 x I, we obtain 

w1(t,s) = R1ePsQ1> 

G0(s) = R2ePsQ1, 

H 0 (t, s) = R 1 ePs Q2 , 

F0 (s) = R2ePsQ2. 

We now define the matrices of our minimal realization as 

A=P, B=Q1, C=R1, N=Q2R2. 

Thus the surprising conclusion is that the realization procedure for bilinear systems can 
be carried out using essentially the same techniques as those employed in the linear case 
once the minimal factorization {F0 , G0 , H 0 ) has been found. 

Other approaches to the construction of bilinear realizations are discussed in [30], 
while results for the discrete-time case are given in [ 14]. The case of multilinear systems is 
similar to the bilinear situation and is discussed in detail in [ 43]. 

Linear-analytic systems. The general question of when a given Volterra series !w;!;'._0 

admits realization by a finite-dimensional linear-analytic system {f, g, h) of the form 

x = f(x) + ug(x), y = h(x), 

has no easily computable answer, although some difficult to test conditions are given in 
[IO]. On the other hand, if the Volterra series is finite then the results are quite easy to 
check and reasonably complete. For their statement, we make 

DEFINITION 16. A Volterra kernel w(t, s1> · · · , s,) is called separable if it can be 
expressed as a finite sum 

m 

w(t,s1, · · ,s,) = L 'YJ(t)'yJ(s 1) · · · 'Y~(s,). 
i - 1 
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It is called differentiably separable if each 'Y; is differentiable and stationary if 

w(t, s,, · · · , s,) = w(O, s, - t, Si - t, · · · , s, - t). 

The main theorem characterizing the realization of finite Volterra series by a 
linear-analytic system is 

THEOREM 30 [10] . A finite Volterra series is realizable by a (stationary) linear
analytic system 1f and only if each term in the series is individually realizable by a 
(stationary) linear-analytic system. Furthermore, this will be the case if and only if the 
kernels are (stationary and differentiably) separable. 

The above result leaves open the question of actual computation of the vector fields 
{f, g, h) defining the linear-analytic realization of a finite Volterra series. However, this 
problem is formally bypassed by the following result. 

THEOREM 31 [IO] . A finite Volterra series has a (stationary) linear-analytic 
realization if and only if it has a (stationary) bilinear realization. 

From Theorem 31 it is tempting to conclude that there is no necessity to study 
linear-analytic systems when given a finite Volterra series, since we can always realize the 
data with a bilinear model. Unfortunately, the situation is not quite so simple since the 
dimension of the canonical bilinear realization will usually be somewhat greater than that 
of the corresponding linear-analytic model. To illustrate this point, consider the finite 
Volterra series 

Wo(t) = 0, w, (t, s 1) =exp (t - s 1 ), wi(t, s1, si) = 0, 

w3(t, s,, Si, s3 ) = 1/3 exp [3(t - s,)] exp [2(s, - si)] exp [ (si - s3 )], 

W; = 0, i:;:; 4. 

This series is realized by the three-dimensional bilinear model 

i = Fx + Gu + Nxu , where y(t) = x(t), 

0 

2 

0 

However, the same set of kernels is also realized by the one-dimensional linear-analytic 
system 

x=sinx+u(t), 

y(t) = x(t) . 

x(O) = 0, 

Another interesting example is x = u, y = x", which requires an nth order bilinear 
realization. 

~olynomial systems. If the system input/output map is of polynomial type, i.e., each 
term in the Volterra series is a polynomial function of its arguments, then an elegant 
realization theory for such maps has been developed by Sontag [54] in the discrete-time 
case. Since presentation of the details would entail too large an excursion into algebraic 
geometry, we loosely summarize the main results referring to the references for a more 
complete account. 

For simplicity, we restrict our account to bounded polynomial input/output maps f, 
which means that there exists an integer a such that the degree of each term in the 
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Volterra series for f is uniformly bounded by a. The main realization result for bounded 
polynomial input/output maps is 

THEOREM 32 [54) . If a bounded input/output map is at all realizable by a 
polynomial system, then it is realizable by an observable state-affine system of the form 

x(t + I) = F(u(t))x(t) + G(u(t)), 

y(t) = Hx(t), 

x(O) = 0, 

where F( ·) and G( ·) are polynomial matrices, His a linear map and the system state 
space is R". 

An observable state-affine realization is termed span'-canonical if the su bspace of 
reachable states is all of R". Then it can be shown that a span-canonical realization of a 
given bounded finitely realizable/ always exists and any two such realizations are related 
by a state coordinate change. Furthermore, a realization is span-canonica l if and only if 
its dimension n is minimal among ali state-affine realizations of the same input/output 
map. 

Somewhat less complete results are also reported in [54) for unbounded polynomial 
input/output maps. The relationship between the foregoing discrete-time results and the 
continuous-time case is still far from clear, due mainly to the nonreversibility of difference 
(as . opposed to differential) equations and to the different algebraic properties of 
difference and differential operations. To bridge this gap may turn out to be a nontrivial 
task, as is seen by the recent result [ 15) that a "finite" continuous-time map has its 
canonical state space unconstrained, which is far from true in the discrete-time setting. 

Some additional work on polynomial systems taking a functional-analytic, rather 
than algebraic, approach is reported in [51). 

"Almost"-linear systems. By imposing special types of nonlinearities upon a stan
dard linear system, it is possible to employ techniques similar to the usual linear methods 
for realization of input/output maps. In this regard we note the "factorable" Volterra 
systems considered earlier, having the internal form 

K 

x = Fx + gu(t), y(t) = n C;X; (t). 
i - 1 

Here the nonlinearities enter only through the system output. Utilizing tensor products, it 
can be shown [23) that the input/ output behavior of such a process can be described by a 
so-called Volterra transfer function H (s 1, • • • , sd. Since a factorable Volterra system 
consists of K linear subsystems connected in parallel , with the outputs multiplied, the 
realization problem reduces to determining the transfer functions H 1(s),. · . , HK(s) of 
each subsystem from H (si. · · · , sK ). If the H,(s) are known, then standard linear theory 
provides the overall system realization. Techniques for solving this problem are reported 
in [23) . 

In another direction, we could consider cascade combinations of linear subsystems 
and static power nonlinea rities as in [52]. For inputs of the form 

the output of such a system is 

p 

u (t) = I: a;e"·1
, 

i - 1 
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where m > 0 is an integer defining the degree of the static nonlinearity, i.e., the block 
diagram of the system is 

where IIJ_1 P1 = m and H1(s) is a strictly proper rational function of degree ~ n, j = 0, I, 
· · · , q. In the work [52] an algorithm is given for solution of the minimal realization 
problem for such a system. 

7. Conclusions and future research. The foregoing results leave little doubt that 
substantial progress has been made in nonlinear system theory over the past decade. As 
noted in the introduction, we have focused only upon problems of reachability, observabil
ity and realization, omitting the more well-known areas of stability and optimal control. 
Advances in these areas have also been impressive as can be seen from the works [ 11], 
[22]. Thus, the inescapable conclusion is that nonlinear system theory is alive and well 
and it is to be expected that progress on outstanding issues will be rapid in the years to 
come. 

By way of closing remarks, let us now engage in a bit of crystal ball gazing and sketch 
some problem areas which seem to be most important for future research in nonlinear 
systems. 

I) Computational methods. The effective employment of any of the results given 
here relies upon efficient computational algorithms. For those procedures which mimic 
the linear case (e.g., bilinear realization), good methods already exist for computing the 
necessary quantities. However, much remains to be done to develop comparable methods 
for, say, computing the reachable set for a nonlinear process or determining the Volterra 
series of a given input/output map from measured data. 

2) Stochastic effects. A cornerstone of linear system theory is the Kalman filter and 
its associated apparatus for determining the "best" estimate of system parameters in the 
presence of noise. This is a special case of the more general stochastic realization problem, 
in which the input/output data itself is corrupted by noise and "best" estimates of the 
system model must be made. Again in the linear case results are available [50]. However, 
almost nothing has been accomplished along these lines for nonlinear processes. It seems 
likely, though, that with the increased understanding now available good progress can be 

I 

made. We should note the works [ 42], [ 50], [59] as promising initial forays in this area . 
3) Nonanalytic systems. Almost all interesting results for nonlinear systems are for 

processes whose defining vector fields are analytic. As pointed out earlier, there is good 
reason for this since the local behavior of analytic systems entirely determines the global 
behavior. However, there are interesting and important processes which do not fall into 
this category (e.g., systems with threshold effects, processes with phase transitions, and so 
on). A concerted attempt at relaxation of the analyticity assumptions can be expected to 
yield substantial dividends in furthering our ability to tackle a variety of problems in the 
social and biological sciences. 

4) Infinite dimensional processes. In general , systems whose underlying dynamics 
are governed by partial differential equations or processes involving time-lag effects 
cannot be modeled by a finite set of ordinary differential or difference equations. Even in 
the linear case such processes lead to thorny analytical questions which are, as yet, far 
from being well under control. So, it is perhaps wildly optimistic to think that substantial 
advances can be made in this direction for nonlinear processes. Nonetheless, we have seen 
that many of the results and techniques of the linear theory can be extended to classes of 
nonlinear systems with modest additional effort. So, it seems reasonable to attempt an 
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investigation of those nonlinear problems which are the counterparts of the corresponding 
infinite dimensional linear processes. 
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